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1. Introduction. Suppose F is a field of subsets of a set U, R is the

set of all real-valued functions on F, RB is the set of all bounded ele-

ments of R, R+ is the set of all nonnegative-valued elements of R, R%

= Rb<~s\R+, and Rj[ is the set of all finitely additive elements of R+.

In a previous paper [3] the author has proved the following char-

acterization theorem for absolute continuity:

Theorem A. If each of s and t is a real-valued nondecreasing function

on the number interval [a, b], then s is absolutely continuous with respect

to t iff for every real-valued, bounded function P of subintervals of [a, b]

for which the integral (see [3] or §2 of this paper) J[axb]P(I)dt exists, the

integral f[a,b]P(I)ds exists.

In this paper we prove an extension of Theorem A, giving a neces-

sary and sufficient condition that the above type of absolute con-

tinuity characterization holds with respect to the elements of RX and

Rb- Specifically, we prove (§5) the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. The following two statements are equivalent:

(1) If q is in Rt and q( U) > 0, then there is an element T of i?J such

that the integral (§2) JuT(I)q(I) does not exist.

(2) If each of h and m is in R\, then h is absolutely continuous with

respect to m iff for each P in R% such that fuP(I)m(I) exists, fvP(I)h(I)

exists.

Prior to proving Theorem 5.1, we prove (§4) the following theorem,

of which Theorem 5.1 is a consequence:

Theorem 4.1. If each of h and m is in R\, then the following four

statements are equivalent:

(1) // P is in R% and JuP(I)m(I)=0 and fvP(I)h(I) exists, then

JuP(I)h(I)=0.
(2) If Q is in Rt and for some K>0, Q(I) [max {Q(I), K} - Q(I) ]

= 0 for all I in F and fuQtt)m(I) =0 and JuQ(I)h(I) exists, then

fvQ(I)h(I)=0.
(3) If T is in R% and T(I) [T(I) -1] =0 for all Iin F and fvT(I)m(I)

= 0 and JuT(I)h(I) exists, then JvT(I)h(I)=0.
(4) h is absolutely continuous with respect to m.
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2. Preliminary theorems and definitions. If V is in F, then the

statement that D is a subdivision of V means that D is a finite col-

lection of mutually exclusive sets of F whose union is V.

If D is a subdivision of a set V of F, then the statement that £ is a

refinement of D means that £ is a subdivision of V such that every

set of £ is a subset of some set of D.

Throughout this paper all integrals discussed will be Hellinger [5]

type limits (i.e., for refinements of subdivisions) of the appropriate

sums. Thus, if H is in R, then /?///(/) exists iff for each V in F,

fvHil) exists, in which case the function M on F defined by M(V)

= fvHiI) is finitely additive.

We state without proof a theorem of Kolmogoroff [6],

Theorem 2.K.I. // H is in R and JuHil) exists, then /c/|//(/)

-frHiJ)\=0.

We state without proof an immediate corollary to Theorem 2.K.I.

Corollary 2.K.I. // P is in RB and Q is in R and fuQil) exists,

then fu| P(/) | | Qii) -JiQiJ) \=0,so that if Vis in F, then JvPiI)QiI)
exists iff JvPiI)JiQiJ) exists, in which case equality holds.

We also state a lemma without proof.

Lemma 2.1. If P is in RB and Q is in R and for each c>0 there is a T

in R and a subdivision D of U such that zZe\ Til)— <2(/)| <c for all

refinements E of D and /r/P(/)r(/) exists, then fuPiI)QiI) exists.

We end this section by stating without proof an extension of a

previous interval function theorem of the author [l]. The proof

carries over for the appropriate elements of R with only minor

modifications.

Theorem 2.A.I. // each of P and Q is in RB and w is in R\ and

each of JvPiI)wiI) and JuQiI)wiI) exists, then JvPiI)QiI)wiI) exists.

3. The integral fv min {A(/), F(/)}. Suppose each of a, b, c and d

is a number. We see that min {a, c}+m'm{b, d} ^m'm{a+b, c+d]

^max{a+b, c+d] ^max{a, c}+max{o, d). This implies that if

each of x and y is in Rf/, and £ is a refinement of the subdivision D

of the set Fof F, then 0^ zZe min {x(/), y(/)} ^ Ed min {x(/), y(/)}

^Ecmax{x(/), y(/)}^E* max{x(/), y(/)} ^x(F0+y(F), so

that each of Jv min |x(/), y(/)} and Jv maxf x(/), y(/)} exists.

We also see  that  maxjlminja,  c\ — min ib,  d}\,   Imaxla, c\
{\   \   \ I II I \ J   \ \ }

b,   d\\\S\a — b\+\c — d\.   This,   together   with   Theorem
2.K.1, implies the following theorem which we state without proof:
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Theorem 3.K.I. If each of P and Q is in R+ and each of fvP(I) and

fuQ(I) exists, then

J maxj|min|J*P(/), f Q(J)} - min{P(I), Q(I)} ,

| max | j P(I), JQ(J)} ~ max{P(/),(2(/)}||   = 0,

so that, if Vis in F, then each of fv min{P(7), Q(I)} and fv max{P(I),

Q(I)} exists and equals, respectively, fv min {JiP(J), JiQ(J)} and

fvmax{fIP(I),fIQ(J)}.

Throughout this paper we shall often simply write integrals whose

existence or equivalence to integrals is a simple consequence of the

preceding statements in §§2 and 3, and leave the proof of existence

or equivalence to the reader.

We state a previous theorem of the author [4].

Theorem 3.A.I. If each of P and Q is in R+ and fv min{P(J), Q(I)}

= 0,andO^K, then fv min {P(I), KQ(I)} = 0.

Suppose each of m and h is in Rt and that for each V in F

g(V) = sup j   min{K-0, Km(I)}    for 0 < K.
J y

We see that each of g and h — g is in Rt.

Suppose each of r and h — r is in Rt.

We state two previous theorems of the author [2] without proof.

Theorem 3.A.2. fv min {h(I) —r(I), m(I)} =0 iff r — g is in Rt-

Theorem 3.A.3. r is absolutely continuous with respect to m iff g — r

is in Rt-

We end this section by proving a lemma which we will need to

prove Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 3.1. If l^K, then fv min {K[h(I)-g(I) ], h(I)}=h(V)
— g(V) for each V in F.

Proof. Let k be the element of Rt defined bv k( V) =fv min {K [h(I)

-g(I)],h(I)}.
Let r = h — k. Each of r and h — r is in Rt- fv min {m(I), h(I)—r(I)}

= fu min{m(I), k(I)} ^fu min{m(I), K[h(I)-g(I)]} =0, by Theo-
rems 3.A.2 and 3.A.I. It follows from Theorem 3.A.2 that r—g is in

Rt, so that (h-g) -k is in Rt.
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Therefore, if V is in F, then HV)^hiV)-giV) =fr min{i(/)

-g(/), hiI)}^fymin{K[hiI)-gU)], hH)]=kiV), so that A(F)
-giV)=kiV)=fvmin{K[hiI)-giI)],hiI)}.

4. A zero-valued integral characterization of absolute continuity.

We adopt the convention that if each of a and 6 is a number, then

a/b = 0 ii 6 = 0, and has the usual meaning otherwise.

We now prove Theorem 4.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that (4) implies (1). Sup-

pose (4) is true and Q is an element of RB such that JvQiI)miI) =0.

If 0<A', then JvQiI)min{K, hil)/mil)}mil) exists by Theorem

2.A.1 and is JuQiI)fimin{KmiJ), hiJ)} SjuKQiI)m'iI)=0. By
Theorem 3.A.3, fu\ h(I) -//min {/*(/), KmiJ)} | -^0 as K-^-oo, so

that by Lemma 2.1, JuQiI)hiI) exists. Furthermore, fuQiI)HI)

= JuQiDHI) - 0 = JuQiDhil) - fvQiI)min{KmiI), hil))
=fuQiI) [HI) -Jt min{KmiJ), A(7) } ]^Mfv\hiI) -fT min{KmiJ),
h(J)}\->0 as K-^<*, where QiI)g>M for all / in F. Therefore

JuQiDhil) =0.
Therefore (4) implies (1).

It is obvious that (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3).

We now prove that (3) implies (2). Suppose (3) is true and Q is in

Ri, for some A>0, Qii) [max{Qii), K] -()(/)] =0 for all / in F,

JuQiI)m{I)=0 and JvQU)hH) exists. For each / in F, let TO)
= (1/A)min{(2(/), K}. We see that for each / in F, T(/)[r(/)-l]

= O.NowO=fuil/K)min{fIQiI)miJ), Kmil)} =fuil/K)min{QiI),
K}mil) = JuTiI)miI). Furthermore, fuil/K)min{fIQiJ)hU),
Khil)} = fuil/K)min{QiI), K}hil) = JvTH)hiI). Therefore 0 =
fuTil)h(I) =fuil/K)min{QiI), K}hH), so that 0=fvmm{Q(I),
K} hil), which implies by Theorem 3. A. 1 that 0 =JDmin {Qii), M]hil)
=JuQiI)hiI), where Qii) ^ M ior all / in F.

Therefore (3) implies (2).

We now prove that (2) implies (4). Suppose (2) is true. For each

Fin F, let h*iV) =fv max{HI), mil)) and g*(V) =supfr min{h*il),
Kmil)} iorO<K.

Suppose Q is in Ri, fvQ(I)miI)=0, and /r/(2(/)A*(/) exists. By
Theorem 2.A.1, fuQil) [hil)/h*il)]h*il) exists and is/C7(?(/)ra(/) =0.

Therefore JuQiDhil) =Jvmax{J1QiJ)miJ), /zQ(J)A(J)} =0.
By Lemma 3.1, fv min{2[h*il) -g*(/)], A*(/)} =A*(F)-g*(F)

for all V in F.

Let Q be the element of R defined by

Qii) =0       if [h*il) - g*il)]/h*il) < 1/2,

Qii) = [h*il) - g*il)]/h*il)    otherwise.
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We see that Q is in R% and that for each / in F, Q(I) [max {Q(I), 1/2}
-Q(T)]=0.

Suppose c>0 and V is in F. By Lemma 3.1 there is a subdivision

D of V such that if £ is a refinement of D, then

c > Y (min{2[h*(I) - g*(I)], h*(I)} - [k*(I) - g*(I)])
E

= Z (2[h*(I) - g*(I)] - [h*(I) - g*(I)})
E*

+   Z  (**(/) - [h*(I) - «*(/)]) = Z [h*(D ~ g*(D]
E—E* E*

+   Z  g*(I) > Z [h*(D ~ «*(/)],
E-E* E*

where E* is the set (if any) of all I in E such that

[h*(I) - g*(I)]/h*(I) < a, so that

h*(V) - g*(V) - Y Q(Dh*(I)   =   Z [h*(I) ~ g*(D ~ Q(Dh*(I)]
E E*

+   Z   [h*(I) - g*(I) ~ Q(I)h*(I)}
E-E*

=   Z [h*(I) - g*(D] +   Z   [h*(D - g*(I) - {h*(I) - g*(I)}]
B* E-E*

=   Z   [**(/) - g*(I)] < c
E*

Therefore, for each V in F, h*(V) -g*{V) =fvQ(I)h*(I).
We see that for each V in F, Q(V)^1 and Q(V)m(V)^h*(V)

~g*(V).

Now, if D is a subdivision of U, then Yd Q(I)m(I) = Yd min {1,

Q(I)}m(I) = Yd min {m(I), Q(I)m(I)} ^ Yd min {m(I), h*(I)
-g*(I)}, so that by Theorem 3.A.2, fvQ(I)m(I)=0.

Therefore, 0=fvQ(I)h*(I)=h*(U)-g*(U); h* is g*, so that, by
Theorem 3.A.3, h* is absolutely continuous with respect to m. Since

h* — h is in Rt, h is absolutely continuous with respect to m.

Therefore (2) implies (4).

Therefore (1), (2), (3) and (4) are equivalent.

5. An integrability characterization of absolute continuity. In this

section we prove Theorem 5.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first show that (1) implies (2). Sup-

pose (1) is true and each of h and m is in Rt.
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Suppose h is absolutely continuous with respect to m and Q is in

Rb and fvQ(I)m(I) exists. If 0 < K, then by Theorem 2.A.1,

fvQ(I)min{K, h(I)/m{I)}m(I) exists and is fuQWfrmi^KmV),
h(J)}. It therefore follows from Theorem 3.A.3 and Lemma 2.1 that

fuQ(I)h(I) exists.
Now suppose that if Q is in i?J and fvQ(I)m(I) exists, then

fvQ(I)h(I) exists.
We show that if P is in R%, fvP(I)m(I)=0 and fvP(I)h(I) exists,

then 0=fDP(I)h(I). Suppose that for some P in Rt, 0=fvP(I)m(I)

and fuP(I)h(T) exists, but 0<fvP(I)h(I). Let q be the element of

Rt defined by q(V) =fvP(I)h(I). Since q(U) >0, it follows that there

is a IF in i?J such that fvW(I)q(I) does not exist, so that by Corollary

2.K.1, fvW(I)P(I)h(I) does not exist.

There is a number M such that W(I) ^ M for all / in F, so that if

D is a subdivision of U, then Z» W(I)P(I)m(I) ^MYd P(I)m(I),

so that 0=fv[W(I)P(I)]m(I), which implies that /t/[lF(/)P(/) ]/*(/)
exists, a contradiction.

It therefore follows from Theorem 4.1 that h is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to m.

Therefore (1) implies (2).

We now show that (2) implies (1). Suppose (2) is true and q is in

Rt and q(U)>0. Obviously q is not absolutely continuous with re-

spect to the element O of Rt defined by 0(1) =0. Therefore there is a

P in R% such that fvP(I)0(I) exists, but such that fvP(I)q(I) does
not exist.

Therefore (2) implies (1).

Therefore (1) and (2) are equivalent.
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